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(Chapter ONE)
# # The Shoot Down # #

(PROOF COPY -- Not for distribution.)

The Shoot Down

I was only seventeen which was old enough to know better.  But

my life of stealing started at the age of five and now I was in

a mess.  The bright yellow Pontiac Bonneville I was driving had

been stolen from a Baptist church parking lot early Sunday

morning.  That was yesterday and outside of Houston, but now I

was at Marathon, Texas, a little over five hundred miles west on

highway 90, and south of Interstate 10.  I pulled into an Esso

station and stopped at the pump.

“Fill it up”, I said to the man that came out of the station.

I used the same ruse that I had used a couple of times before.

While the attendant filled up the gas tank, I went into the

restroom around the side of the building.  I knew the attendant

would usually go back into the building and come back to collect

the cash when he saw me return.  Normally that was enough time

to jump into the car, crank the engine, and take off without

paying.  This time was different.

I walked out of the restroom and noticed that the attendance had

lifted the hood and was checking the oil.  That did not happen

on the first two occasions, so I nervously climbed into the

front seat and sat behind the wheel waiting for the man to come

around to me.  The attendant closed the hood, wiped his hand on
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around to me.  The attendant closed the hood, wiped his hand on

the red cloth he carried, and walked around to the driver’s

window. 

“Your oil is fine.  Is there anything else I can do for you?”

“Could you get me a couple of quarts of oil to take with me?

I’m on my way to El Paso but would just like to have some in

case I need it later.”

As the attendant walked back to the station, I started the

engine and gunned the accelerator.  I was frightened by the

change of events and needed to get away quickly.  An elderly

gentleman had crossed the street and was crossing in front of

the Bonneville. In my hurry I had to swerve and knocked over a

sign that sat near the sidewalk. The startled man barely

escaped, but I missed him.  Later I had time to think about what

could have been a tragedy that would have been worse than I

could possibly imagine.

As I sped out of Marathon, I was thinking that surely the police

would be after me. I had decided to travel highway 90 to avoid

Interstate 10.  I had stolen the Pontiac outside of Houston and

planned to go to California.  Normally, interstate 10 from

Houston, west through El Paso, then all the way to Los Angeles,

would have  been the fastest direct route, but I preferred to

take the less traveled highways, hoping to avoid the police.

Highway 90 would give me nearly 300 miles from where I got on at

Sheffield until I had to rejoin Interstate 10 at Van Horn.  It

would take me through real desolate back country, but I had been
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would take me through real desolate back country, but I had been

here before.  That was when I stole my first car almost three

years earlier which landed me in Gatesville reform school.

The 1963 Pontiac was a bright yellow brand new wide track

Bonneville, and the color alone would get plenty of attention.

It was a v-8 with enough power to easily reach 100 miles per

hour. I was cruising over seventy miles an hour on highway 90

but thinking ahead.  The gas station attendant surely called the

police by now, but in that area of Texas it would not be the

local cops I would have to deal with; it would be the Texas

Rangers or highway patrol.  I was almost to Alpine but looking

for a turnoff where I could hold up for a few hours.  Why I

thought two or three hours would be enough to avoid a road block

was being naive, but I was frightened and not thinking clearly.

I just wanted to hide.  I saw a dirt road that led off to the

south toward the Big Bend country, and pulled on to it, driving

about a mile off of highway 90.  I parked the Bonneville and

waited.

Two hours had gone by when I returned to Highway 90.  The

highway runs through hills leading into Alpine, slowly gaining

elevation through the rugged country around Brewster county. I

could see hill country ahead as I continued west on highway 90,

but then I saw them; Texas Rangers were facing west on my side

of the highway.  What a crazy thought I had - “if I slow down

maybe they would not notice me”.  How naive, considering the

Bonneville had a bright yellow paint job.  I drove by at a
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Bonneville had a bright yellow paint job.  I drove by at a

normal speed. I was only a short distance up the highway when

the lights of the Ranger’s vehicle began to flash and the chase

was on.  The highway was still fairly flat on both sides as I

gunned the engine driving the Pontiac past eighty miles an hour.

The Rangers kept pace as I hit ninety.  We came into a winding

area as we passed the junction of highway 67 past Bird Mountain.

I was now speeding about 100 miles an hour and we were hitting a

part of the highway where there were dangerous curves.  On the

left, the highway dropped away on an embankment that offered

real danger if I went over the edge. I looked in my rear view

mirror and did not see the Ranger’s car.  I was intent on my

driving and did not hear the sirens nor did I realize the

Rangers had pulled into my blind spot to the left of my speeding

Bonneville.  I nudged my car, now approaching 110 miles per

hour, to the center line of the highway.  I learned later that

my move to the center almost drove the Ranger’s car over the

edge and they barely escaped driving off the road into a deep

ravine on the left of the highway.

Suddenly my windshield exploded into my face as the Ranger from

the passenger side of the patrol car fired his gun directly at

my head.  From two feet away, the bullet blew out my driver’s

door glass and smashed through the front windshield.  As a young

boy, while still living with my aunt, I had been taught that if

the car ever went out control or if we faced an accident, my

brothers and I were to lay flat on the seat and hold on for dear
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brothers and I were to lay flat on the seat and hold on for dear

life.  We had no seat belts then, or if we did we never used

them, and as the glass exploded into my face, I laid over on the

front bench seat of the Pontiac.  I let go of the steering wheel

as the car began to spin out of control. The wide track frame of

the Bonneville prevented the car from flipping but instead it

spun clockwise several times as I held tightly to my seat.  On

the right side of the highway was another ravine of twenty or

more feet deep that sloped down toward the desert.  The

Bonneville was airborne, but continued to stay upright as it

fell into the deep ravine, landing with a crash on all four

tire, but that broke the frame of the car.  There was no fire,

and no smoke, but a cloud of dust rose all around the Bonneville

as I quickly sat up and jumped out of the car and turned to run

away from the crash.  I heard the Ranger yell at me and I could

hear the clicks of a rifle and pistol.  

I stopped and turned and as I looked up. I saw one Ranger coming

down the hill while the other ranger trained his gun on me and

commanded me to hold still.  The Ranger below slid down the side

of the hill, and as he reached bottom, I heard him yell, “It’s a

damn kid”.  With anger he jammed the butt of his rifle into my

stomach and forced me to turn toward the demolished Pontiac.

The Rangers were shocked and angry as they placed the handcuffs

around my wrist.

“You almost killed us”, one said angrily, but the anger quickly

subsided when they turned me around and stared into my face.  
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I was seventeen but had the height, weight, and looks of a

twelve year old boy.  I knew the Rangers were both angry but

amazed that a boy who was barely five-foot tall and just barely

a hundred pounds could have survived such a car wreck. Somehow,

I sensed a tone of pity and concern, as the Rangers surely

wondered how and why I had stolen the car.
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(Chapter TWO)
# # Aunty # #

(PROOF COPY -- Not for distribution.)

Aunty

I was born in Baytown, Texas.  In 1945 it was still called Goose

Creek, having got its name for the bayou where Canadian geese

wintered near the bay on the east coast of Texas.  It was an oil

town which had experienced the oil booms of 1910 in Pelly, Texas

and 1920 in East Baytown.  In Baytown, Ross Sterling, a former

governor of Texas, and his associates founded the Humble Oil and

Refining Company which has since become the largest refinery in

the United States. My grandparents had migrated from Tennessee

to Goose Creek, and my father, who was born in Camden, Texas

married my mother, who was born in Goose Creek.  Both of my

grandfathers were blacksmiths, and both worked in the oil

fields. However, my Dad was a funeral director which is why my

first home was a funeral home.  Dad’s boss at Harrison-Logan

funeral home was named Hartwell Totten, and it was the name

Hartwell that dad bestowed on me.  I never cared for the name

and somewhere in my early years I got the nickname of “Hardy”.

I didn’t think Hardy was much better, so at times I used

aliases.  While in reform school, I went by Clark Kent, the

alter ego of Superman, but that is a story for later.

My family lived in an apartment above the funeral home and I

have been able to tell people, “When I was born, I went straight
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have been able to tell people, “When I was born, I went straight

from the hospital to the funeral home.  My first crib was a

casket!” Of course, that last part wasn’t true, but it got a few

laughs.  So were some of the stories my dad told me.  Back in

the early days, funeral homes were the ambulances of the

community and since there was no regulation, ambulance “chasing”

wasn’t just about lawyers chasing prospective clients.  Mom and

Dad both drove ambulances and sometimes they would compete with

one another as to who could get to the scene of an accident the

fastest.  Dad said that until cities and counties began to

regulate ambulance services, it was common for ambulance drivers

and funeral homes to chase after accident victims.  Sadly, there

wasn’t much training and dad told me stories of treatment

mishaps that were not so funny.  Later, dad said, when the

county started requiring coroners to pronounce victims dead

before they could be moved, an ambulance driver would say, “this

one is still alive”, even when they were dead.  That way the

ambulance driver could claim the victim died on the way to the

hospital, but they always got detoured to the funeral home. That

was business.

My dad, however, was an alcoholic. This is where my story begins

for my earliest memories as a boy.  I had an older sister, and

two younger brothers and my earliest memory was living in a

small white house with just a few rooms.  I only remember one

bedroom, but my one fond memory was of the tire swing in the

yard.  I also remember getting to ride in the back of the
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yard.  I also remember getting to ride in the back of the

ambulance that dad kept parked at the back of the house.  Beside

that little bit of memory, I can only remember one event while

living in the house.  It was the terrible beating by my father

on my mother, and the hot coffee thrown on her, as my sister,

brother, and I crouched by the side of the bed.  I remember

nothing else of my early childhood while living with mom and

dad.  It seems as if every memory before I went to live with my

father’s sister has been completely wiped from my mind.  Perhaps

there is a reason, and God has spared me from knowing, for my

sister, who was older, simply remembers dad as a very evil man.

I was four years old when my dad went to prison and my mother

was committed to a hospital following a nervous breakdown

because of my father’s terrible abuse.  My youngest brother,

Mike, was still a baby when he, and Frank, my two year old

brother, and I were all sent to live with my father’s sister in

Houston.  My sister was older and she was sent to live with my

mother’s older sister in Baytown.  Until I was about twelve

years old, my brothers and I would live with “Aunty”, and only

for a short time later did we ever live with my sister at Aunt

Ruth’s home in Baytown. For my brothers and I, we lived as

foster children and only saw our father on a couple of

occasions.  We also did not see our mother for several years,

but our life with Aunty was both good and bad.  For me, as the

oldest boy, it was a tumultuous time of grief for my aunt. It

eventually ended in separation from my brothers, and a time that
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eventually ended in separation from my brothers, and a time that

would turn me into a rebel who would see more than a few

occasions in jail and then reform school.  Only through God’s

grace can I now say, that I was spared from a lifetime in adult

prison by the miracles that also saved me several times from the

jaws of death. 
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(Chapter THREE)
# # Trouble At Home # #

(PROOF COPY -- Not for distribution.)

Trouble At Home

I was only five or six years old when I got caught for my first

shoplifting of a toy at a store. I was seen putting the small

metal car into my pocket, and this was reported to my aunt after

we walked out of the store. Aunty was a very religious woman and

a strict disciplinarian.  I don’t recall the whipping I got when

I got home nearly as much as I remember the feeling of shame

when she marched me back into the store to turn back the toy car

and to apologize. Aunty had never had children of her own and

had been married several times, so taking on three nephews and

trying to be a single mother back in 1950 was surely one of the

hardest things she had ever done.  She was a strong, tough, and

God fearing woman, although her methods of punishment would have

raised eyebrows in our modern society.  It did not help that my

younger brother and I were both trouble makers.  Frank, the

middle brother, was the least one to get in trouble and although

he got married while still a teenager so he could leave home, he

never saw the inside of a jail cell like my brother Mike and I

did.  My brother Mike told me once that he always looked up to

me as being bold, brave, and daring, so he ended up in

Gatesville reform school just to follow my footsteps. Anyway,

that is what he told me, but the truth is, he was his own kind
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that is what he told me, but the truth is, he was his own kind

of rascal.

In 1954, West 34th street on the north side of Houston was far

different then the divided double highway now running east-west

from near interstate 45 west to Hempstead Highway.  Aunty bought

a two story white frame house, that sat back off the road, and

for a 9 year old boy, the front yard was big enough and long

enough that I could kick the football all the way from the house

to the ditch out near the road and not worry about it crossing

the road. Close to the road was a large pecan tree that during

season, sprinkled the ground with plenty of pecans.  The tree

was our climbing tree for it had some lower, easy to climb thick

branches that could be reached by Frank and me. The leaves of

that pecan tree provided a wonderful cool shade, and because

there was no air conditioning in the house, it became the place

where Frank, Mike, and I would sit for a long time when we came

home from school.  Back then, I was all about the out doors and

hated being inside of the house. 

The house stood on the South side of West 34th Street, and

across the road was a deep patch of woods that occasionally

became my retreat when I was angry at Aunty or my brothers.

There was a dirt driveway that went down the right side of the

house to a rickety garage that looked like it was about to fall

down, but that is where Aunty parked her brand new Studebaker

each night when she came home from the hospital where she

worked.  One big difference between the neighborhood then and
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worked.  One big difference between the neighborhood then and

now was we had chickens, and a lot of them.  Aunty grew up in

the country, and while Houston was a big city even then, West

34th had plenty of open space, old homes, and several wooded

areas in our part of the neighborhood.  Our house was half-way

between North Shepherd and the big Waltrip High School, and that

whole strip of road was mostly older homes, and still had a

touch of country with large wooded areas yet undeveloped.

We not only had chickens, we had a garden patch, which was

another great place for punishment when Aunty was in a bad mood.

I hated weeding the garden with a half rusted garden hoe, and

worse, I hated having to collect the eggs from the smelly

chicken coop.  The whole area was fenced to keep the chickens in

and beside being smelly, chicken poop was everywhere -- on the

ground, in the hen house, droppings near the gate where we

entered; it was never cleaned up and I’m glad Aunty didn’t think

of having us out with scoops as another way to discipline us.  I

don’t remember ever eating any of the chickens, but we never ran

out of eggs, nor did we ever run out of tomatoes from the

garden.

Aunty was seldom at home. As a private duty registered nurse,

she often worked long hours, sometimes on day shifts and

sometimes on night shifts.  We always had a babysitter, but were

mostly unsupervised.  Before Aunty bought the house on West 34th

street, we lived with “grandma” Pearl who was a gentle elderly
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street, we lived with “grandma” Pearl who was a gentle elderly

retired woman that reminds one of Opie’s aunt Bee in the TV

series, Mayberry R.F.D. She wasn’t just the babysitter, but she

owned the home where we lived for the first couple of years when

Aunty agreed to take us in. She was a member of the same church

where we attended with Aunty, and while we lived there, we

seldom received some of the harder discipline that came later

after we moved to 34th street.  Perhaps the living arrangements

were such that Aunty had a lot less stress, and we were younger,

for these were the first years to live with Aunty. Mike was

still an infant, and Frank and I were both young, and while

living with grandma Pearl for those first years, we were not

near as much trouble.  All that changed when we moved away from

grandma Pearl into the house on West 34th Street. We still had a

hired babysitter, but it was on 34th street that we began

school, and it was on 34th street that I became a hand full of

trouble. Although the incident of my first shoplifting took

place while at grandma Pearl’s, it was here that I had begun to

steal money from Aunty’s purse, and it was then that my life

with Aunty took a turn for the worse.

Frank and I went to an elementary school in the Garden Oaks

section of Houston. This was before we went to the Christian

School.  It seemed like a very long walk each day, as we walked

up 34th street, then up Brinkman to the school.  It was only a

half-mile, but in the heat of the Texas sun, the walk would
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half-mile, but in the heat of the Texas sun, the walk would

drain the energy of a seven year-old boy and a nine year-old

boy. One day, Aunty gave me some money so that I could buy snow

cones for my brothers and I.  Mike wasn’t going to school then,

so I would have to bring one back to him.  We did not think

about the snow cone melting with the half-mile trek home, but

while Frank and I were able to enjoy the icy treat, Mike’s snow

cone melted to only juicy liquid as it could not survive the hot

Texas sun.  Mike, of course, was disappointed, but I had the

terrible feeling that I was going to be in trouble when Aunty

came home.  I did not steal money this time, and she had given

it to me, but Aunty already felt that I was a regular liar.

Every time I argued with my brothers, it was my fault.  Every

time we had a fight, it was my fault -- and of course that was

often true.  But my excuses or explanations were always lies to

Aunty.  When Frank and I got home with the melted snow cone, we

immediately undressed to our shorts because our babysitter

expected us to take a nap until Aunty got home.  This made her

job a lot easier, but even with the attic fan blowing down on

top us, we three could seldom get to sleep right away.  It was

hot, so instead of my napping with Frank and Mike, I would

sometimes lay down on Aunty’s bed in her bedroom.  I was the

oldest, it was cooler, and my complaining bothered the

babysitter just enough for me to get my way.

I felt the belt buckle as it landed hard against my bare back;

then again against my side, and legs, and finally I felt it hit
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then again against my side, and legs, and finally I felt it hit

me across the face as Aunty was screaming at me about eating

Mike’s snow cone.  The rain of blows continued as I screamed

trying to tell Aunty that the snow cone had melted, but the

blows continued it seemed like for several minutes.  The

babysitter had already gone and Frank and Mike watched from the

doorway as Aunty screamed at me.  I was already bleeding and

because she used the buckle instead of the belt, I had cuts,

bruises, and welts over much of my body.  Never before, nor ever

after did I receive such as beating.  This was the one that

caused my aunt to take me to the church pastor as she poured out

her heart out of regret for the worse beating of my life.  As I

think back, somehow Aunty must have snapped from the constant

pressure as a single mother who worked so many hours, night and

day, while dealing with the three of us who were becoming more

rambunctious and difficult to handle.  Mike was mouthy, and I

was moody and beginning to be rebellious, even at the age of

nine.  Frank was the quiet one, and the angel of the lot.

Later, the move to a Christian school must have been Aunty’s

plan to instill some discipline in us.  But before the move to

the Christian school, we were finding the little supervision in

our lives from a babysitter that showed little interest, and an

Aunt that constantly worked, to be a time when our diversions of

wandering in the woods and independence became our pastime. That

along with hours spent in front of the TV became my fantasies as

I dreamed of being a gunfighter, superman, or another Davy
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I dreamed of being a gunfighter, superman, or another Davy

Crockett.  My love for the woods and wandering was taking hold

of my mind, and I often thought of running away.  I was becoming

increasingly unhappy and beginning to hate my Aunt, my brothers,

my father, and my mother.        

Behind the house, and out past the garden and chicken coop was

another big patch of woods and it was here that Frank, Mike, and

I became explorers.  The woods in the front of the house and

across the road were my private domain and I never invited my

brothers to those woods, but the woods in back stretched a good

distance behind the houses on our side of West 34th street.

They were deep and dark with deep grass, and a small trail that

ran the length of the woods.  We three spent a lot of our time

unsupervised, and although we didn’t often stray far from home,

our babysitter never paid much attention to us when we are

outside.  Excursions into the woods behind the house were

common, but on one bright Saturday, the invitation of the shade

and coolness of the forest had us walking a little farther than

usual.  I don’t know how far we had gone, but something along

the side of the trail caught my attention.  It was a yellow

raincoat and next to it was a rubber boot.  The grass was deep

and grown around the coat and boot, but as we walked off the

trail we noticed the dead body, partially buried, with just the

skull and ribs shoving out of the shallow grave.  The body must

have been there a long time for the flesh had long turned to

dust and there was no smell of death in the air.  There were
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dust and there was no smell of death in the air.  There were

only scraps of cloth and no sign of the other boot.

“Should we tell somebody”, Frank said as we leaned over the

grave and stared at the bones.

“Nah. Whoever it is has been dead a long time, and beside who is

going to believe us?”

“You don’t think we need to tell Aunty?”

“No. Who knows; people probably come back all the time.  Maybe

somebody else will find it and tell.  Let’s go home.”

With that, we headed home.  To me it was a bit of an adventure.

I was already becoming calloused, and after the terrible beating

I received, I was finding it hard to cry or feel much emotion

about anything.  I took to spending more time in the woods

across the street from the house and away from my brothers.  I

had found, or perhaps stolen, a scouting handbook and spent

hours reading about how to start campfires, survive in the

woods, read topographic maps, and live off the land.  I was

already planning my great escape.  I did not know when, but

someday, I was leaving. 
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(Chapter FOUR)
# # The Theif # #

(PROOF COPY -- Not for distribution.)

The Theif

I was a thief.  I never was much of a liar because with Aunty it

didn’t work.  I never got away with anything, but stealing and

fighting and being rebellious was in my blood.  God spoke in the

Ten Commandments that He would “visit the iniquity of the

fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation

of them that hate me”.  My father’s dad was pretty wicked, so I

hear, and my father was an alcoholic and a thief; both my

brothers became alcoholics, and I became a thief.

Aunty did her best to instill the Bible into us.  She belonged

to the Church of Christ which is well known for strong Bible

teaching.  We had to memorize regular doses of Bible verses at

Sunday School, Vacation Bible School, and then at home, Aunty

was more evangelistic than any Church of Christ pastor.  We had

to memorize chapters of the Bible, not just verses.  Besides

being able to quote all the books of the Bible from Genesis to

Revelation, Aunty made us memorize the whole genealogy from Adam

to Jesus: Adam, Seth, Enos, Cainan, and so on. It wasn’t the

short version of Matthew, starting with Abraham.  We had to know

the long version of Luke that went backwards from Jesus to Adam.

Aunty loved to have us show off our memory by having us stand in

front of the church and repeat the genealogy backwards and
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front of the church and repeat the genealogy backwards and

forwards.

At least Aunty was determined to disciple us.  She enrolled us

in Houston Christian School which was located at 2950 Broadway

street on the other side of Houston from where we lived on West

34th street, near North Shepherd.  Guy and Gary, the twin boys

of Mayor Louis Welch went to the same school, and although it

was a private Christian school and required tuition, Aunty did

her best to be sure that we got a Christian education. The

school was a log cabin which in 1950 had more than 100 students.

Houston Christian on Broadway is no longer, and is not to be

confused with the current Houston Christian High School which

houses the largest collection of artifacts of The George and

Barbara Bush Center for Scholars and Leaders.  Our Houston

Christian School had Mayor Louis Welch as a board member, who

along with other prominent members of Houston brought together a

strong teaching faculty, all Church of Christ, who along with

Aunty inundated me with Bible text and memory verses.  Don’t get

me wrong - I was a rebel, and at that time I was a strong-willed

child, but I can say now that the Bible foundation I received

from Aunty, the school, and the church came to me at the right

time -- while I was young from Kindergarten to the eighth grade.

It wasn’t until years later when the “will not depart from it”

would kick in from the Bible verse of Proverbs 22:6 that said,

“Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he

will not depart from it.” 
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Aunty must have had a lot of influence, especially as the

personal friend of Mayor Welch because I would have been

suspended at any other school.  More than once I would steal

money from Aunty’s purse and use it to buy ice cream and candy.

Before the school got its own school bus, Frank, Mike, and I

would walk a half-mile to a city bus stop near the corner of

North Shepherd and West 34th street.  We had an hour long trip

through the Heights area of Houston, through downtown Houston to

Harrisburg near the Houston ship channel, then down to Broadway

where the log cabin school house sat so out of place with the

newer homes and businesses in the area.  Before and after we got

on or off the bus, I was able to buy snacks for my brothers and

me.  They never complained or snitched on my stealing.

My other problem was fighting including getting into fights with

the Welch boys who were four grades higher than me.  Sometimes I

would pick the fight,and other times I would be defending my

brothers.  I was slender, wiry, and fast with my fist.  In the

fourth grade, even though I was small, I somehow picked up

punching, dodging, and weaving as if I were one of the golden

glove boxers. However,fighting with the sons of the mayor was

not a good way of winning any awards at behavior.  The school

somehow took reverse psychology a big leap backward when it

decided to try to give me something to do to instill

responsibility and good behavior into me.  It put me in charge

of the school supplies store during parts of the day.  I was to
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of the school supplies store during parts of the day.  I was to

sell snacks of drinks, candy, ice cream, and school supplies to

other student when the store was open at certain times of the

day.  Instead, I found a new place to spend the money that I

stole from Aunty, and it wasn’t long before I had become popular

as I shared my purchased candy bars with some of the students.

My success was short lived, I was removed from the store, and I

had to face both the school principle and Aunty.  By that time,

after living with Aunty for almost 6 years, I was immune to some

of the severe punishment that awaited me at home.

Aunty, as a private duty registered nurse had clients who

included the rich and famous.  Governor and Mrs. Wallace of

Georgia, Sam Rayburn, and other well known persons would be her

patients at hospitals where she worked, which included Heights

Hospital and M.D. Anderson Cancer Center.  You would think a

nurse would master the art of gentleness, but Aunty had deep

religious views that took literally the verse in Proverbs 23

that says, “Thou shalt beat him with the rod, and shall deliver

his soul from hell”.  That combined with the frustration of

three boys, two of whom were hands full of trouble, only caused

her to experiment with ways to get behavior changes out of us.

She often believed I was lying, when in fact lying was something

I seldom did.  Stealing yes -- lying no.  Of course, Frank and

Mike did their share of lying and Aunty had a novel punishment

of feeding us hot chili peppers hoping to punish our lying

tongues.  That did not work well since we acquired a taste for
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tongues.  That did not work well since we acquired a taste for

them, so her favorite punishment was making us to stand on

tiptoes with our nose in a ring drawn on the wall.  Every time

our tired legs began to lower our heels toward the floor, Aunty

was there with the wooden board paddle that she kept handy when

a belt wasn’t nearby.  Years later, and long after I became a

pastor and father of my own children, Aunty tearfully apologized

for some of her extremes.  Her heart was always in the right

place, but after all - she never had any of her own children,

and my brothers and I were castoffs from a very dysfunctional

family. We were, if anything, little rascals from the gates of

hell sent to torture our well meaning aunt.
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